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The Empowered Shopper Propels Retail Change
Today’s savvy shopper continues to raise the bar on what it takes for a retailer to stay competitive with an
online, in store and omnichannel shopping experience. To find out what it takes to be a Ready Retailer,
download the full white paper at ups.com/insideretail.

Dollars and Sense

29%

Shifting Channel Behavior

52%

compare prices online using
a smartphone when visiting
a store

have added an item to their
cart to qualify for free
shipping (with intention
of keeping it)

59%

say it's important to see
shipping costs early in the
buying process

53%

are likely to take
advantage of a
discount offered in
an email

Social

73%

43%

3 in 4

find product reviews
influential when
visiting a website

discover new products
via social media

shoppers use social media

...but only 1 in 4 say
their shopping is
influenced by it

Hunt for the Unique
and Hard to Find

Mobile

The Store

41% of shoppers have

used a smartphone to
research an online purchase
while 30% have made
a purchase

4 in 10

24% of mobile users use
a retail mobile app on a
weekly basis

U.S. shoppers purchase
from international online retailers

39%

who have purchased online
after researching in store
wanted to touch and feel the
product before purchasing

23% research on their

smartphone prior to visiting
a store — and 23% also
research while in the store

61%
choose to shop at small and local retailers
because they offer unique products

1 in 3

48%

shoppers now receive
automatic deliveries from an
online subscription service
and those that do average
3+ subscriptions

of shoppers have
chosen ship to store
in the past year and

41%

1 in 5
shoppers are enrolled in online
curated subscription services —
more than twice as many
Millennials are enrolled

29%
of shoppers find mobile
checkout with own
phone/tablet in store
appealing

of those plan to do
so more often in the
coming year

3 in 5

are aware of crowdfunding for retail
products and 16% have contributed

Logistics Prowess
Delivery

52%

Returns

RETUR

N

are interested in alternate
shipping locations that have
extended hours

Shoppers are willing to
wait an average 6 days
with paid shipping and
8 days with free
shipping

only 47%

are satisfied with the flexibility
to change delivery date

1 in 3
prefer to have packages
delivered to places other
than home

only 45%

are satisfied with the flexiblity
to re-route a package after it
has been shipped

47%

of shoppers say easy-to-print
or in-the-box return labels
are elements of the best
return experience

65%

of shoppers are satisfied with the ease of
making return/ exchanges in store

62%
are satisfied with the ability to
process returns/exchanges online

UPS developed the fourth annual survey of online shoppers to understand what motivates them to choose one retailer over another along
the full path to purchase. Survey partner, comScore, gathered input from 5,118 panelists to reveal what retailers can do to succeed with
empowered shopper.

